CAN'T GET SICK IF YOU DON'T GO OUTSIDE.
“If you don't think Covid is still dangerous, you tripping”
Which is safer? Have a mask now or after you get sick.
WHEN SOMEONE TRIES TO DAP YOU WITH NO GLOVES

BUT HAS HANDS SANITIZER ON HIM

jem squad
When your boy has no mask or gloves

but you bought extra just in case
WHEN THE FOOD DELIVERY COMES

BUT THE DELIVERY GUY STARTS COUGHING

ICM SQUAD
When you order food....

but the delivery guy starts coughing
When your girl pulls up with no mask & gloves
When you go to on a BBQ but nobody else is wearing a mask
When you feel like you got corona so you get tested

Then the results came back positive
KNOCK OUT THE VIRUS
DON'T ASK
STAY MASKED
DON'T ASK
STAY MASKED
DON'T ASK, STAY MASKED
DONT ASK
STAY MASKED
Spoken words and Artwork
It’ll get better - Jonathan

This virus hurting my heart
I’m thinking we’re did it start
Black lives matter ain’t nothing gonna tear us apart
So many people dying
Family’s crying
I’m just stuck in the mix
So much problems I’m just looking for the right one to fix
It’s just hard when you wearing a mask
Looking back and forth gotta watch ya back
Cause they just waiting to attack
Better late than sorry, aint that a fact.
“This artwork reminded me how evil everyone can get especially during hard times, such as this pandemic and riots. There are people who go out to show their true colors hiding behind a cause to get what they want. The picture also reminds me that them too is only a victim, the hoodie shows the inside is not happy also with what they’re doing”
Creating a Guide on How To Make Hand Sanitizer Group Work
Creating a Guide on How To Make Hand Sanitizer

**Steps to Making Hand Sanitizer:**

1. **Step 1:** Prepare the Alcohol.
2. **Step 2:** Add the Aloe Vera Gel.
3. **Step 3:** Add a Few Drops of Essential Oil.
4. **Step 4:** Mix it All Together.
5. **Step 5:** Pour the Hand Sanitizer Into Your Bottle or Container.
WHAT'S NEXT??
To reach out & be reached by those who not only need masks but also those who want to join the movement. #DontAskStayMasked